The Laws of Irresponsibility

S ott Veit h∗
Abstra t. This paper onsiders the ways in whi h the legal organisation
of responsibility is able to legitimate the disappearan e of responsibility,
that is, to organise irresponsibility. It assesses the importan e of aspe ts
of legality under ontemporary so ial onditions as a means of onstituting impunities that fa ilitate the legitimation of suering as a matter of
routine pra ti e.

Problems with responsibility
A

ording to Young (2004) The most

ommon model of assigning respon-

sibility derives from legal reasoning to nd guilt or fault for a harm. Under
the fault model, one assigns responsibility to parti ular agents whose a tions

an be shown as

ausally

onne ted to the

ir umstan es for whi h

responsibility is sought (368). Young re ognises a number of problems
with this model in luding the following: the identi ation of the agent;
the establishing of

ause and ee t; the relevant status of the a tions (in-

tentional, negligent et .); and, nally, that Assigning responsibility to
some agents, on this model, usually also has the fun tion of absolving
other agents who might have been

andidates for fault (ibid).

There is a sense in whi h this last observation seems like a truism.
Where responsibility is assigned to some person or group of persons, then
those who are not that person or within that group are, almost by definition, not responsible. They are, to use Young's term, absolved from
responsibility. But Young's point is intended to go deeper than that. It
is

on erned with a genuine attempt to understand and engage with the

omplex and varied sour es of a tions and events within whi h harms
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are

aused, an attempt that many moral and politi al approa hes sim-

ply do not make. (Young's primary

on ern in this arti le is with trying

to re-think, let us say at the least, the

involvement

of

onsumers in the

propagation of harms  whether human or environmental  through
their

onsumer a tivities in the

ontext of global labour and

onsump-

tion pra ti es.) Hen e in reviewing an analysis oered by Onora O'Neill,
Young

laims that where `we' benet from, or at least

a tions, pro esses that are inevitably

ontribute to by our

omplex, su h as the global division

of labour, then we nonetheless have responsibilities, or are in a relation
of impli ation, with respe t to being a part of these pro esses themselves.
But where the fault liability model would limit, or, what is more likely exlude responsibility entirely, and hen e work its absolution of `us', Young
proposes instead not abandoning the model, but paying more attention
to the alternative notion of

politi al

responsibility. A

ording to this, and

drawing, she says, on the work of Hannah Arendt, individuals are responsible pre isely for things they themselves have

not

done. The reason to

assume politi al responsibility involves not individual fault, but derives
from `my membership in a group (a
mine

olle tive) whi h no voluntary a t of

an dissolve . . . '  (375: quoting Arendt).

What appears radi al already from su h a short des ription is the dual
sense of an a tor's

impli ation

in harms that is not, on the one hand, re-

lated to intentional or negligent a tion

by

the a tor; and on the other, the

laim that any ex use from responsibility, based on the non-voluntary nature of the membership of a group, is delegitimated. Underpinning both
these

laims is the attention Young says is required to query the `nor-

mality' whi h is assumed, or taken for granted, with respe t to the more
onventional understandings of the fault model. That is, as Young notes,
in the legal liability model, what

ounts as a wrong . . . is generally

on-

eived as a deviation from a baseline. Impli itly we assume a normal
ba kground situation that is morally a
in the alternative, she suggests, A

eptable, if not ideal (377). Yet,

on ept of politi al responsibility in

relation to stru tural injusti es . . . evaluates not a harm that deviates
from the normal and a

eptable, but rather often brings into question

pre isely the ba kground
assume as normal. Su h a

onditions that as riptions of blame or fault
ritique will be justied in so far as it under-

stands that the assessment of what is `normal' operates
is why it is

norm al

 to make invisible

routinely

 that

ertain forms and experien es
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onditions where the matter of

`deviation' or brea h does not arise with respe t to them. Hen e at this
point, Young explains, When we judge that stru tural injusti e exists,
we are saying pre isely that at least some of the normal and a
ba kground

onditions are not morally a

But what

epted

eptable (378).

an this mean? If I have sympathy with Young's analysis

as I have briey reported it here, then that sympathy is suddenly given
riti al provo ation by a stark question: What is the signi an e of that

morally ' ? In the rst instan

word `

e, what meaning, if any, is lost if that

word is dropped? Alternatively what meaning, if any, is gained by it being
there? Let me make a few

omments with respe t to this issue whi h

suggest profound problems with the role of `morality' in situations of the
type that Young is referring to.
First

onsider the way in whi h `morality' seeks to

arve out a spe i

dieren e within the possibilities of what might otherwise be
for `una

andidates

eptability'. The pra ti es being referred to here are those whi h

form the `ba kground

onditions' within whi h, it is

laimed, `stru tural

injusti es' exist. But if these onditions are themselves omplex, then what
Young has ably dis erned is that part of that very
observing an inability of `morality' to dis ern una

omplexity involves
eptability based on

the postulated dieren es between `normal' and `ex eptional'. The issue
here is a general one. Young argues that instead of
for example, nding

ausal agents, we should

on entrating on,

on entrate on seeing that

those parti ipating in the produ tion and reprodu tion of the stru tures
should re ognize that their a tions ontribute along with those of others to
this injusti e, and take responsibility for altering the pro esses to avoid or
redu e injusti e (379). The problem, however, when put in these terms,
is pre isely this: that those responsible are frequently and most likely

as their problem; or even more
not being a ase of injusti e at all, be ause it is an

to be those who don't see the injusti e
a utely put, see it as

instan e of some other form of a ting the operating
are in fa t thought to be
to `moral'

onditions of whi h

just. (For example, the EU may want to respond

laims to in orporate labour or human rights standards in its

external relations, but it still, famously, gives more subsidy to its
than it does to the impoverished of the third world.) Most
and

ertainly in the types of

ase Young is referring to, these

and forms of a ting are nothing less than those of a fun tioning

ows

ommonly,
onditions
apitalist
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market, one of the key attributes of whi h is that the relations and rules
of engagement take pla e and are understood by the a tors themselves in
e onomi

and not politi al terms. For this reason

where it is given any

politi al

responsibility,

onsideration at all, will be either denied or, if it is

arti ulated, have already been invoked as just.
If `politi al responsibility' fa es this severe di ulty then it is also
lear that

moral

disapprobation (whatever that means) may tinker at

the edges, or assume whatever mantle suits best 

haritable obligation,

noblesse oblige, the language of regret  but it will in no way open
to

ritique the kind of massive, and detailed, stru tural transformations

required properly to address these injusti es. Hen e when Young writes
that, We share responsibility to fashion organized means of hanging how
the pro esses work so they will issue in less injusti e (380), she fails to
a knowledge that many of the major players here  if we are to use su h
an a tor-based notion, then these are major in terms of apital lout rather
than anything so quaint as people or peoples  expli itly

denoun e

su h

`sharing', or broad parti ipation, as anathema to the proper fun tioning of
the e onomy (as observable, for example, with respe t to the
of the summits of the World E onomi

onstituen y

Forum at Davos) or, when they do

not so denoun e, do not in any way open for negotiation the `ba kground'
onditions that the very politi al instruments  state, EU, or WTO say
 are themselves

onstitutively disallowed from

hanging

as

ba kground

onditions.
And this, ironi ally, returns us to the legal liability model: deviation
from the norm there was

orre tly understood as the model for assessing

responsibility, but with politi al responsibility, the normal a tion still has
to be seen to be a deviation in order to re ognise it as

injusti e ; and yet to

the extent that the stru tures and the politi al institutions impli ated in
this themselves use `normal' me hanisms to

onsolidate their position 

whatever form these may take (and they are many: the `baseline'
tution of global

onsti-

apital; guaranteed property/prot rights su h as TRIPs;

bi-lateral investment treaties, et .)  then those a tors most prominently
involved in fa t

onsider that

these are

the politi ally responsible ways

of a ting. And what is perhaps most powerful of all about the se uring of
this `normality'  and we will return to this shortly  is not merely, and
not only, that they are produ ed and reprodu ed as e onomi , and thus
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essentially ba kground and non-politi al, but that they are so
inaugurated, sustained and legitimated as
If we are sympatheti
suering

to the

legal : as the law.

ommonly

ause Young espouses  to redu e the

onsequent on the workings of a global

apitalist e onomy 

we may nonetheless wonder whether, despite its endeavours, a la k of
so iologi al and politi al depth may work to limit the initial impetus of
her analysis. The analysis would, one is tempted to say, remain superstru tural. Perhaps this fa t explains why, despite arguing that the share
of politi al responsibility is not equal amongst a tors, Young reje ts the
idea that we should

on entrate  as even Thomas Pogge suggests 

on those who design the global e onomi

order; for this would mean, she

suggests, that it lets too many of `us' o the hook of our responsibilities.
This is so even where it is the

ase, Young

laims, referring to Liam

Murphy's work, that so long as the so iety in whi h we live is far from
the ideal of justi e, moral demands on individuals will be rather stringent
and perhaps di ult to meet (3834).
Of

ourse, we en ounter here exa tly the same di ulty noted a mo-

ment ago, though expressed now in a dierent way. For the great giveaway
with the line just quoted is to be observed in those apparently tentative
or inno uous terms `rather' and `perhaps'. They tell us a great deal beause they are as far from tentative and inno uous as is it is possible to
be; on the

ontrary, they are virulent. What is `rather stringent' about

these `moral demands' if it is not an open admission of a readily defeasible
obligation? What is `perhaps di ult' to meet about them if not the fa t
that they will just not be met? Instead, by `rather' and `perhaps' are best
understood the reality that the `moral' part of the `moral demands' on
individuals are not at all stringent, nor intended to be, nor

ould

they be.

For they play out in entirely the wrong register, where wrongs will not
register ex ept as regret, as options, as perhaps, perhaps, perhaps. The
nature of the `moral' enterprise here is (ne essarily) to mis-understand
the nature of the experien e of suering from the perspe tive of whi h
so many `perhaps's are in reality just so many blank stares, `blind eyes
turned', so many determined, doggedly-defended impunities.
Young a knowledges that often the problem is not that people are
failing in the performan e of their tasks; on the

ontrary, they are doing

their jobs rather well. The problem is the way that the institutions are
dened, their power, purposes and intera tions with one another, as well
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as how they dene tasks to full those purposes (3845). This seems
true in an important sense, that is, one whi h will seek to grasp an understanding of the lived
overhaul of these

onditions of perni ious exploitation. But will an

onditions

oming to `our' senses

ome from the result of us  `us' again 

morally ? (Are `we' really all just so dumb?) Young

laims that the transformation of institutions, is everyone's task and no
one's in parti ular (385), and yet it is pre isely this that the `shrewd
jargon of morality'  to borrow Philip Roth's

orus ating formulation 

does and will negotiate so brilliantly, turning `demand' into `absolution'
via `perhaps'. Hen e despite it being said that dierent persons stand
in diering positions in stru tures that produ e unjust out omes, dieren es Young

onsiders a

ording to  onne tion, power, and privilege,

there is on e again a failure, for mu h the same reasons as noted before,
to see any ne essary responses as being irrelevant in so far as they are
`moral'; something that

an be re ognised

learly from the

on lusion:

Persons who benet relatively from stru tural inequalities have spe ial
moral responsibilities to

ontribute to organized eorts to

orre t them,

not be ause they are to blame for them, but be ause they have more resour es and are able to adapt to

hanged

ir umstan es without suering

serious deprivation (387).
The sad inadequa y, the empty elitism of that `spe ial' moral obligation, is again a tell-tale symptom, although this time one in whi h the
`rather's and `perhaps's be ome formulated more powerfully in as mu h
as they must be attentive to the

are that must be taken not to suggest

 god forbid  that those who benet are in any way `to blame', or that
in seeking
to

hange their resour es would in any way be threatened su h as

ause them to suer `serious deprivation'.
What is admirable about, indeed the reason for

onsidering, Young's

analysis, is that it does seek to understand that a primary attentiveness
be given to the experien e of suering, parti ularly that asso iated with
extensive poverty, exploitation and immiseration in a global
e onomi

ontext of

stru tures that simultaneously produ e unpre edented wealth

for the few. But what I have suggested, albeit briey, is that despite attempts to move and think beyond the a ademi
pristine

language of politi al, and
to

propensity to keep their

on epts well-removed from the diseased s ourges of suering, the

omprehend the

ertainly moral, responsibility fails adequately

onstitution of for es that maintain this suering.
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ompli it

in its repro-

du tion. But does this mean that the very language of responsibility, no
matter what
suering

ontent it may take on, is suspe t, at least with respe t to

onsequent on this kind of s ale of organisation? No doubt one

of the strongest statements of a reje tion of the notion that a sear h for
responsibility is important with respe t to understanding and

hanging

apitalist modes of exploitation is given by Marx in the prefa e to

Capital

when he writes:
Individuals are dealt with here only in so far as they are the
personi ations of e onomi
lar

ategories, the bearers of parti u-

lass-relations and interests. My standpoint, from whi h the

development of the e onomi

formation of so iety is viewed as

a pro ess of natural history,

an less than any other make the

individual responsible for relations whose

reatures he remains,

so ially speaking, however mu h he may subje tively raise himself
above them (Marx, 1990: 92).
Or alternatively, does the language of responsibility  at the very
least in its etymologi ally minimal sense of being a

all for a

response



not mark the existen e of an intuition the reje tion of whi h would be to
ignore or negate potentially worthwhile forms of motivation and a tion in
the fa e of su h suering?
I want to

ome at these questions through a route that will not line

them up for adjudi ation, but rather see how there are important so iologi al and

on eptual fa tors that need rst to be understood in a way

that might in fa t turn out to undermine the very questions. Spe i ally,
I want to pursue the ways in whi h
to play a

legal

modes of organisation have

ome

entral role in organising responsibilities whilst simultaneously

providing means of negating responsibilities. But this pro ess, I suggest,
is more profound than Young's sense of absolution through law, be ause it
on erns not only modern law's

on eptual abilities, but its so ial perva-

siveness and dominan e. And it is this that explains further why a shift of
emphasis towards moral or politi al responsibilities as a suggested means
of redress, is misguided.
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Law and organised irresponsibility
For C W Mills, with whom, so far as I

an tell the term `organised ir-

responsibility' originates, it is Within the

orporate worlds of business,

war-making and politi s, [that℄ the private

ons ien e is attenuated 

and the higher immorality is institutionalized (Mills 1956: 343). Mills
alls this stru tural immorality (ibid), the mindlessness of the powerful
that is the true higher immorality of our time; for, with it, there is asso iated the organized irresponsibility that is today the most important
hara teristi

of the Ameri an system of

orporate power (342). Con-

sistent with the problems just raised with Young's analysis, Mills had
observed that, In e onomi

and politi al institutions the

orporate ri h

now wield enormous power, but they have never had to win the moral
onsent of those over whom they hold this power (344). Instead, re urrent e onomi

and military

rises spread fears, hesitations, and anxieties

whi h give new urgen y to the busy sear h for moral justi ations and
de orous ex uses. If

risis is an overused, devalued term, he suggests, it

is largely be ause it has been used by people in power to
extraordinary poli ies and deeds. For genuine

over up their

rises involve situations in

whi h men at large are presented with genuine alternatives. The higher
immorality, the organized irresponsibility have not involved any publi
rises; on the

ontrary, they have been matters of a

reeping indieren e

and a silent hollowing out (345).
As I suggested earlier, it may be in no small measure due to the legitimation fun tion oered by legal norms and institutions that

rises are

not seen for what they are, at least with respe t to those whose suering
is not a knowledged, and that the very legality of a tions is a key mode
of fa ilitating the fa t that responses are

ommonly those, as Mills so

tellingly puts it, of ` reeping indieren e'. In order to explore this a little
more, let me draw briey on the work of Ulri h Be k and his analysis of
risk so iety and its environmental dangers, to show one prominent way
in whi h this may o
expli itly

ur. Be k has taken up these themes in a way that

onne ts the role of law to the organisation of irresponsibility.

This is, importantly, a far more devastating a

ount of law's role than

that of a mere inadequa y asso iated with the fa t that a fault liability
model dominates law's modes of

ognition, a tion and organisation. In-

stead it suggests that law and legal institutions are themselves

ompli it

in the ongoing produ tion and normalization of global risks, and that this
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onsistently  that is, in an organised manner  to favour

interests to the ex lusion of others. If so, then we are
by the possibility of law's inability to

ertain

onfronted not only

onfront global hazards, but by the

fa t that law and legal institutions operate to promote them.
If modern industrial so iety was

entrally

on erned with the distri-

bution of goods, argues Be k, then risk so iety is

on erned with the dis-

tribution of `bads'. But su h distribution takes pla e a

ording to

ertain

dynami s, in luding importantly that of legal regulation. Yet in this instan e, instead of law operating, as would more
to regulate responsible behaviour and impose

ommonly be understood,

onsequen es for irresponsi-

ble behaviour  that is, to set standards and impose san tions

onsequent

on their brea h  the a tual operation of law turns out to be a way of
organizing

irresponsible

be they states or

behaviour. In other words dangerous a tors 

orporations 

arry out a tivities that

ontribute to

global risk, but these harmful a tivities are legalized through a regime
that

laims still to be there to prote t people and the environment from

su h harms. The reason this happens is be ause the prin iples law has for
organizing responsibility  in parti ular those regarding

ausation, indi-

vidual liability, and proof  are rooted in an earlier form of modernity
and have not

aught up with the nature and extent of the dangers now

being fa ed. Yet their operation is

not

simply inadequate but

ontributes

de isively to the problem. This, says Be k, is the  on ealed gap of the
entury, and in the

ontext of e ologi al harms, leads to nothing short

of what he labels legalized universal pollution:
dangers worldwide make it harder to prove that a single substan e is the

ause; the international produ tion of harmful sub-

stan es works against proving the
or perpetrator; the individual
di ts the

ulpability of a single

hara ter of

riminal law

ompany
ontra-

olle tive danger; and the global hara ter of the danger

has abolished  auses as our industrial forefathers understood
them (Be k 1995: 131132).
By assigning responsibilities only under

ertain well-established legal

ategories, what modern law and legal institutions do then is organise a
system of

non-liability, a regime of una

ountability: environmental harms

ontinue at an alarming rate, and yet either no-one at all

an be or is

held responsible for them, (or everyone and thus no-one is responsible for
ausing them), or responsibility is massively asymmetri al to the harms
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aused (small nes, say, for massive damage

aused). Here then is how

Be k sums up the overall ee t:
If one wanted to think up a system for turning guilt into innoen e, one
sal

ould take this

ollaboration between justi e, univer-

ulpability, a quittal and pollution as one's model. Nothing

riminal is happening here, nothing demonstrably

riminal any-

way. Its undemonstrability is guaranteed pre isely by

omplian e

with, and stri t appli ation of, the fundamental rule of justi e
 the prin iple of individual

ulpability, whereby both pollution

and non-pollution, justi e and ( oughing) injusti e, are guaranteed (ibid 135).
It is in exa tly this way that modern law is not simply inadequate
to the task of

ombating the dangers of risk so iety, but is rather also

dire tly involved in

perpetuating

their ongoing development. This, says

Be k, shows how law in risk so iety engineers a global system of

irresponsibility.

Drawing on this graphi

example of legal

organized

ompli ity in the produ -

tion and legitimation of harms, we are able to work, I suggest, towards
a fuller understanding of the role of law with respe t to the legitimation
of suering more generally. As I have argued more extensively elsewhere
(Veit h, 2007), the legal organisation of irresponsibility in this respe t
relies on three very
ial

onventional features of law under

ontemporary so-

onditions, the ee ts of whi h are no less signi ant for these being

onventional or normal  indeed that is pre isely the point.
These features are: law's
priority. A

laim to

orre tness, its for e, and its so ial

ording to Alexy's analysis (2004) legal normativity involves

a so ially ee tive institutionalised for e, and the
is right or just (the

laim to

mer (so ially e a ious

laim that this for e

orre tness). And it is be ause of the for-

oer ion), that the latter ( orre tness) ne essar-

ily extends its rea h beyond matters of merely internal legal validity and
makes its

laim to legitima y ee tive in the terrain of so ial relations

more generally. It is this then that
in

onstitutes the third feature of law

ontemporary so iety. That is, given law's

laim to

orre tness and its

enfor eability, law attains a level of priority and prominen e in so ial life
and its normative hierar hies even when its ee ts may in fa t be
to be unjust.

laimed
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onsider a further so iologi al dimension to this, then where in

ontemporary so iety there exists an in rease in formal law, that is, where
under

onditions of

juridi ation

there is an expansion into and densi-

ation of legal normativity within the fabri
1987), then that double stru ture of

of so ial relations (Habermas

oer ion and right in reasingly imbri-

ates those so ial relations with the for e and

orre tness of law. A ne -

essary ee t of this is that to an in reasing degree the juridi al form permeates, stru tures and organises the available range of normative understandings, expe tations and responses in so iety generally. Consequently,
as Habermas himself has observed in his later work, it has

ome to be the

ase in modern so iety that law in reasingly be omes the only medium
in whi h it is possible reliably to establish morally obligated relationships
of mutual respe t even amongst strangers (Habermas 1996: 460), with
the result that positive law 
onsiderable
morality

relieves

the judging and a ting person of the

ognitive, motivational and . . . organisational demands of a

entred on the individual's

ons ien e (452, emphasis in origi-

nal). It is this that sees law's measure in reasingly predominate in matters
on erning
the basi

ontroversial aspe ts of morality and politi s in luding even

elements of the reprodu tion of so ial life  or their denial. It

is this that for es us to think not of the inuen e of morality or politi s
on law, but rather the reverse: the inuen e of, indeed the determination
by, law be ause of its so ial ee tiveness, on other

onventional sour es of

norms. For it is with this observation, moreover  to return to our earlier
riti al remarks  that we

an now see more fully why the

laim about

`moral' and `politi al' responsibility, as supposedly independent sour es
of motivation, is deeply implausible.
Given this we should understand that the rea h and for e of law's
normativity is ne essarily a most powerful and extensive means of organizing the very material pra ti es of responsibility and irresponsibility,
and so must be understood as being impli ated in, rather than merely
indierent to, the produ tion of suering. In other words, law's measure
 its normative organising, for e, and
a relation of

impli ation

to the

laim to

orre tness  stands in

ommission of mass suering and its nor-

malization, whether that is with respe t to environmental devastation or
suering brought about through legalized pra ti es of e onomi

exploita-

tion. Moreover, and returning to Be k's insights, law and legal institutions
are impli ated in the very disavowals that establish legitimate impunities.
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Hen e to the extent  and it is indeed a large extent  that law
does in fa t dominate the eld of responsibility in a so ially ee tive and
legitimate manner, then it is in pre isely these more profound respe ts
that we should understand the limitations of dis ourses of responsibility. For it is the failure to grasp the
in large part a

onstitutive role of law here whi h

ounts for the sense in whi h

politi al responsibility under

laims about moral and

onditions of global

apitalist exploitation

appear super-stru tural: they are not su iently able to engage with the
possibility that it is the very `normality' of what Young earlier termed
the `ba kground

onditions' that poses the greatest threat to human and

environmental well-being. But this is
sense, `morally una

not

be ause they are, in some vague

eptable'; rather something far more troubling is sig-

nied. Put at its most extreme (for it is the extremity, that is, of the
`normal'), and returning for a nal time to Be k, it involves realising that
This threat to all life does not
gin with the ex eptional

ome from outside; it does not be-

ase, war, the enemy. It emerges within,

enduringly, as the reverse side of progress, pea e and normality. Those responsible for safety and rationality, and those who
threaten it most, are no longer isolated from one another by
national or group boundaries, polarized by the roles they play,

but are potentially one and the same

(Be k 1995: 163, emphasis

added).
In
i

ase one is tempted to think that this expresses something spe-

to the environment, as opposed to the harms of legally organised

e onomi

a tivity, we need only be reminded of some of the realities of

what Eduardo Galeano (2000) has

alled our `upside down' world to see

just how normal the madness has be ome: where The
the world the most weapons are the same ones in

ountries that sell

harge of world pea e

(113) (fortunately for them Galeano adds, the threat of world pea e
is re eding); where in Latin Ameri a, he writes, but it is not of

ourse

only there, the streets and avenues tend to bear the names of those who
stole the land and looted the publi
essful

purse (201); where the most su -

ompanies in the world are the ones that do the most to murder it

and whi h, in the name of freedom make the planet si k and then sell it
medi ine and

onsolation (215); where debt is something even those who

have nothing have (2478); and where, generally, Never have so many
suered so mu h for so few (236). To maintain this `upside down world'
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requires an enormous bureau rati , legal and administrative eort, both
at an ideologi al and material level. It requires nothing short, in other
words, of the unerring for e that only normatively organised
that is, that only
In the global

law,

oer ion,

an oer.

ontext, whi h is, as Young rightly dis erns, the

ontext

within whi h it is ne essary to think of these issues, Lindqvist makes this
point with great arti ula y: More and more people, he writes are being
born into poverty, ignoran e, and hunger. More and more people are born
superuous, worthless to the interdependent e onomy, yet still vulnerable
to its ee ts. More and more are born for whom violen e is the only way
out. But that violen e is and has histori ally been met, not by reason,
nor morality, nor by politi al responsibility;
that all these are impli ated

in

ex ept, that is, to the extent

the response, a response whi h is made

in the only register with whi h it is meaningfully

ommensurate, namely

normatively organised violen e itself:
Throughout this

entury, it has been

living enjoyed in industrial
world's population. We have

ountries

lear that the standard of
annot be extended to the

reated a way of life that must al-

ways be limited to a few. These few make up the broad middle
lass in a few

ountries and a small upper

lass in the rest. The

members know ea h other by their buying power. They have a
ommon interest in preserving their privileges, by for e if ne essary. They, too, are born into violen e . . . Global violen e is the
hard

ore of our existen e (Lindqvist 2001: se tions 397398).

And the measure of its su

ess is the extent to whi h it is organised legally.

Here is a simple question: is it not unlikely that a legal system and
its

on epts whi h have

existed with slavery,
whi h

ome to prominen e in modernity, whi h have

olonial brutality, and e onomi

ontinue to exist  despite

o-

immiseration, and

laims of equality  with most of these,

and whi h make up a prominent and indeed valued institution in su h soieties, is it not unlikely that this institution is not in some way involved
in these very harms? To say that it is not so impli ated histori ally is a denial of the histori al reality, and few would sensibly hold it to be true. But
to say that it is not impli ated now, given the immiseration and violen e
of the

ontemporary global order is surely equally implausible. And yet,

the dominant mode of thought and a tion does not and will not a

ept

this designation, and it does not and will not do so, I have suggested,
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in large part be ause of the legitima y that legality bestows. This legitima y is the embodiment of what Stanley Cohen has

alled `magi al

legalism' whi h is, he said, a method to `prove' that an allegation
not possibly be

may have signed up to torture

onventions whi h make torture illegal,

and so  the magi al syllogism  whatever horri
is engaged in

ould

orre t be ause the a tion is illegal. For example, a state
pra ti es the state

annot be torture. These kinds of legalisti

Cohen, are wonderfully plausible as long as

moves, says

ommon sense is suspended

(Cohen 2001: 108).
Su h suspension of disbelief is one that also infe ts an optimisti

view

of our times, one that would seem to prefer ignoran e of the fa t that, despite ours being supposedly the age of equality and human rights, Our era
has witnessed more violations of their prin iples than any previous, less
`enlightened' one. Ours is the epo h of massa re, geno ide, ethni

leans-

ing, the age of the Holo aust . . . No degree of progress allows us to ignore
that never before in absolute gures, have so many men, women, and
hildren been subjugated, starved, or exterminated on earth (Douzinas
2002: 20).
Yet to the extent that so many of the harms of the past and present
entury were, and

ontinue to be,

not

legal violations, that is,

ontinue

to be perfe tly legal, then this is why, it seems to me at any rate, it is so
important to understand that the kind of harms to whi h we need to pay
far more attention are those in whi h the law is
not

itself

impli ated. That is,

rimes and deli ts, but legal behaviour itself. This involves paying at-

tention to law's

su esses, not its impoten

to the fa t that law is both

e. It involves paying attention

ulpable in the sense of engaged in the a tive

ommission of harms and not

ulpable at exa tly the same time. For this

is pre isely how the disappearan e of responsibility for extensive harms
su

eeds, and it is not through law's failure but amongst the su

essful

pra ti es of legal responsibility. This is how an asymmetry between suffering and establishing responsibility for it operates in a legalised manner,
and it is, nally, how legally
best be understood:
To a

not

aused

harms, not responses to them, should

as impoten e, but as the system

ept this requires a fair degree of upsetting of

working.

onventional view-

points, for it requires an a knowledgment that that whi h is
believed

ommonly

an, and sometimes does, promote so ial goods and benets, also
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apable of produ ing extensive harms and overing

these up. But this is exa tly how the `laws of irresponsibility' work.

Motivating responsibility?
Generals' strategies, it is often said, are based on preparations designed
to ght the last war. There is something of this whi h is reminis ent
when it

omes to the grand legal

odes of the modern era. These

odes 

whether of the Enlightenment revolutions or of the European or United
Nations de larations of human rights  have all emerged from amid the
rubble of human devastation and the broken bodies of human violen e and
degradation, and even then, representing only a segment of its total. These
odes, so

ommonly now universal  that is, appli able a ross all times

and spa es  are the juridi al embodiments of the innumerable litanies of

Never again, the legal responses
Nun a mas! and Lest we forget.

to the so many solemn de larations of

But spare this a thought: if these laws and legal

odes are really like

that, if they really do embody the highest aspirational ideals of universal
right and humanity; if they really do provide us with the
standards of human de en y, then what, after the

will the set of legal odes have to embody ?

next

most progressive
full s ale horror

The response to this is likely

only to be vis eral, for one dare not begin to imagine. Yet against su h
potentially apo alypti

s enarios, is not responsibility also still a worth-

while response? I have suggested that the eld of responsibility is marked
so heavily by legal forms and expe tations that it is inevitably a suspe t
notion in terms of addressing the existen e of suering
manly organised a tion. In parti ular this is the

onsequent on hu-

ase with respe t to the

unexamined motivations attributed to moral and politi al responsibility.
But, to the extent that an understanding of responsibility pra ti es 
or indeed of legally regulated pra ti es of irresponsibility  is ne essary
to see how su h organisation works, it is, nonetheless, still an important,
perhaps even essential, area of enquiry with respe t to the assessment of
the nature, and hen e possible alleviation, of harms.
Beyond that, perhaps one will take inspiration from all kinds of other
sour es, but we should not pretend that they are `moral', or `politi al', as
if that meant some form of autonomous or independent reason or motivation. Instead, perhaps one

an turn one's fa e away, if only momentarily,
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to other rhythms; times and timings that Orwell

aptured with su h en-

during eloquen e in his `Some Thoughts on the Common Toad':
At any rate, spring is here, even in London N.1, and they

an't

stop you enjoying it. This is a satisfying ree tion. How many a
time have I stood wat hing the toads mating, or a pair of hares
having a boxing mat h in the young

orn, and thought of all the

important persons who would stop me enjoying this if they
But lu kily they

ould.

an't. So long as you are not a tually ill, hungry,

frightened or immured in a prison or a holiday amp, spring is still
spring. The atom bombs are piling up in the fa tories, the poli e
are prowling through the

ities, the lies are streaming from the

loudspeakers, but the earth is still going round the sun, and neither the di tators nor the bureau rats, deeply as they disapprove
of the pro ess, are able to prevent it.
True enough, no doubt; but as Orwell knew, one

annot avert the

gaze for too long.
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